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Abstract
This paper reports the ICL KBP team
participated in the TAC2010-Knowledge
Base Popolation Track. We submitted
results for Entity Linking task and Slot
Filling task. For Entity Linking, we implemented a simple unsupervised method
to select the candidate entities in the
Wikipedia Reference Knowledge Base for
the given query document which describes
the query name-string. For Slot Filling, we
treat it as a binary classiﬁcation problem
for each candidate slot value and use type
constraint to ﬁlter the results. Experimental results reveals that our method reaches
the median values of all participants for
both tasks.
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Introduction

The Knowledge Base Population (KBP)
Track at TAC 2010 aims at exploring extraction
of information about entities with reference to
an external knowledge source, Wikipedia Reference Knowledge Base. It includes two main
tasks, Entity Linking and Slot Filling. The Entity Linking task is to determine for each query,
which knowledge base entity is being referred
to, or if the entity is not present in the reference Knowledge Base. A query will consist of a
namestring and a document-id in the test collection. Each name-string will occur in the associated document in the test collection. The purpose of the associated document is to provide
context that might be useful for disambiguating

the name-string. The Slot Filling task involves
learning a pre-deﬁned set of relationships and
attributes for target entities based on the documents in the test collection. A query in the Slot
Filling task will contain a name-string, docid,
entity-type, node-id, an optional list of slots to
ignore.
For Entity Linking, we ﬁrst use lucene to index the Wikipedia Reference Knowledge Base.
And then we use this index to retrieve entities
in the Knowledge Base for each query namestring. Finally, we adopted a similarity computing mehtod to rank all the candidates and use
a threshold to determine whether the top-one is
related or non-related.
For Slot Filling, ﬁrst we query the document
set with a proximity method. After locating the
candidate slot values, we perform binary classiﬁcation on these values, each classiﬁer coresponding with one slot type. Finally, we pass the results through a type constraint ﬁlter to generate
the results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 introduces our Entity Linking
approach. Section 3 gives a detailed description
about our Slot Filling system. The conclusions
are given in Section 4.

2 Entity Linking Approach
2.1 Preprocessing
Wikipedia Reference Knowledge Base contains 818741 entities (see Table 1), including 116498 GPE entities, 114523 PER entities, 55813 ORG entities and 531907 UKN en-

Figure 1: Micro-Averaged Accuracy of our Approach on Entity Linking Task

tities. It’s unpractical to make all the entities
as candidates for each given query name-string
which contains a descriptive document. So we
use lucene1 to index the Wikipedia Reference
Knowledge Base. When a query name-string is
given, the index is used to select the top 100 entities as candidates. For some query name-strings,
we can get the full form of it using wikipedia
redirect page. With these full forms about each
given query name-string, we can get more accurate results from the knowledge base index.
Entity Type
GPE
PER
ORG
UKN
Total

# of Entities
116498
114523
55813
531907
818741

Table 1: The count of entities in the Wikipedia Reference Knowledge Base by type assignment.

2.2

Similarity based Candidates
Selection

The core task of entity linking is selecting candidate entities. It must be measured by some
similarity computing method. Because each entity or query name-string is associated with one
document. We use named entities from each
document to represent the entities and query
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http://lucene.apache.org/

name-strings. For doing this, Stanford Named
Entity Recognizer2 is adopted to extract named
entities from the Wikipedia Reference Knowledge Base and query documents. We use the
number of intersect between candidate entities
and the query docuemnts which contains the
query name-string as the similarity measure.
And we set a threshold empirically to determine
whether the top one candidate entity is tagged
as the result or NIL. For Entity Linking task
(with no wiki text), we only count the named
entities which appeared in the attributive slots.
2.3 Experimental Results

2250 queries
750 ORG queries
749 GPE queries
751 PER queries

Highest
0.8680
0.8520
0.7957
0.9601

Median
0.6836
0.6767
0.5975
0.8449

Our
0.6702
0.6453
0.5661
0.7989

Table 2: The micro-averaged accuracy comparison
between our results and other results on Entity Linking

Experimental results are listed in Figure 1 and
Figure 2. The comparison between our results
and other results is detailed in Table 2 and Table 3. Our score just reaches the median level
of all the participants. There is a large gap between our system and the best one. That’s because we only use a simple unsupervised method
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http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml

Figure 2: Micro-Averaged Accuracy of our Approach on Entity Linking Task, No Wiki Text

which doesn’t make the most of training data.
At the same time, the experimental results don’t
drop so much with no wiki text for our simple
method.
2250 queries
750 ORG queries
749 GPE queries
751 PER queries

Highest
0.7791
0.7333
0.7076
0.9001

Median
0.6347
0.6293
0.4920
0.8202

Our
0.6458
0.6613
0.5354
0.7403

Table 3: The micro-averaged accuracy comparison
between our results and other results on Entity Linking, No Wiki Text
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Slot Filling Approach

Slot ﬁlling is a standard information extraction task that extracts attributes or properties
of named entities. TAC has extended this task
to large collections of dataset. It is diﬃcult because we not only have to extract information
from free text, but also have to perform disambiguation on entity mentions from diﬀerent
articles.
3.1

Methodology

We interpret this problem as a classiﬁcation
problem. The basic steps of our approach are:
during the training process, ﬁrst select sentences
that contains both the query name(or alias) and
slot value , then build one classiﬁer for each

slot type; during the labeling stage, we ﬁrst retrieve document path based on some query rules,
then we ﬁnd candidate sentences containing the
query word(or alternative name), in the candidate sentences we locate name entity and other
formats as candidate slot values, and classify
the candidate values for each slot type, ﬁnally
we post process the classiﬁcation result through
some ﬁlters.
3.1.1 Indexing the Document Set
The ﬁrst step is to index the large document
set in order to improve query speed. We index the document set using Lucene package, and
build index on the title and text body after removing xml tags.
Furthermore, when we submit queries to the
lucene system, we utilize the lucene query syntax of proximity search. It is based on the simple
observation that some full person name and organization name do not fully match the name
appear in some document. The person name
may contains another middle name so the query
words will not be adjacent. So when submiting
query we set the proximity length equal to the
number of query words plus one.
3.1.2 Generating Training Data
During the training stage, we are provided
with the query ﬁle with query id, query string
and its corresponding ground truth, together
with the tab format answer ﬁle describing the

slot type, its value and document path.
First for each answer in tab ﬁle, we get the
document and ﬁnd matching sentence containing both the query name (or alternative name)
and the slot value of this answer line. For each
matching sentence we generate part-of-speech
and name entity features according to predeﬁned rules and convert features to libsvm format.
We treat it as over forty binary classiﬁcation
problem, and train one classiﬁer for each slot
type.
3.1.3 Matching Alias Names
In order to gain better recall on sentence
matching, that is , ﬁnding more training instances for SVM, we use some simple rules to
deduce the alternative name of the query. If the
query name is a full name of a person, we treat
sentence that containing one of his ﬁrst name
and last name as matching. If the query name
is an organization, the ﬁrst capital letters of the
query name is chained together and serve as its
alternative name. This way we can cover more
sentences.
3.1.4 Feature Design for Classiﬁer
We tag the matching sentences with Stanford
part-of-speech tagger and name entity tagger.
We add the relative position such as query ﬁrst
or value ﬁrst, and whether the two object is adjacent in position. We also add feature that describes the type of the query word and target
word, such as one kind of name entity or just
noun phrase(for person titles) or just number
format. Then we add all words with position
and part-of-speech tag with position and name
entity tags with position.
3.1.5 Classiﬁcation and Post Process
During the prediction stage, we are given the
query ﬁle with its query name and corresponding ground truth. First we retrieve the document with query at a proximity of word count
plus one. Then we ﬁnd matching sentences by
considering query name or name alias. In these
matching sentences, we generate the part-ofspeech tag and name entity tag using Stanford
toolkit. This way, we can ﬁnd person age in all

numeric values, person titles in all noun words,
entity type in name entities.
Then we feed the matching query name pair
and its candidate slot value into each of our classiﬁer to determine the slot type of the candidate
slot value. This way we get a list of candidate
value for each slot of each query. Finally we
post process the result using some rules. These
include whether the slot accepts single value
or list values, whether the slot value can be a
noun, a number, or one of the name entity type.
Another issue is some slot value has too many
candidate, so we limit the number of the person:spouse and person:title slot.
3.2 Experimental Results
The results are given in Table 4. F-scores of
our two submitted result is a little below the
median performance.
System
Top 1
Median
Ours 1
Ours 2

precision
0.668
0.214
0.111
0.132

recall
0.647
0.105
0.165
0.141

F-score
0.657
0.141
0.133
0.137

Table 4: The performance of our ﬁnal system

4 Conclusions
For Entity Linking task, our result only
reaches the median values of all the participants.
The primary reason is that we only use a simple
unsupervised method on this task. Our system
doesn’t make the most of training data and use
very simple document representation and similarity computing methods. Such a system may
be considered as a baseline for this task when
using unsupervised methods.
For Slot Filling task, our system performs not
so good as we cannot handle some of the following problem. We treat it as a binary classiﬁcation problem, and the positive training instance
is sparse and there is a data imbalance problem.
The system does not fully utilize the grounded
truth to disambigurate the target query if many
entities have the same name. The system cannot handle coreference problem, but this is hard

for many system as well. We will try to improve
our model in future.
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